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Deliverable 1.1

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
This deliverable is dedicated to provide an overview of the semantic models needed
for the first development cycle in NoTube. These models are selected after
discussions with the NoTube partners. The list of semantic models is expected to
evolve during the period of the project. Although this deliverable is categorized as
“report”, it is more realistic to call it an online resource, since considerable amount of
the work was focused on the development of the software and to prepare the projectrelated resources in order to make them accessible via the current metadata
management (semantic) service “ClioPatria”1 hosted at the VU Amsterdam. Most of
the vocabularies are hosted on VUA server, however some are redirect to resources
hosted by third parties, e.g. WordNet and DBpedia because of their size and
copyright policies. We begin this deliverable with a description of the current features
and usage of the ClioPatria software.
1

http://e-culture.multimedian.nl/software/ClioPatria.shtml
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Abstract
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NoTube. These models are selected after discussions with the
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it an online resource, since considerable amount of the work
was focused on the development of the software and to
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accessible via the current metadata management (semantic)
service “ClioPatria”2 hosted at the VU Amsterdam. Most of the
vocabularies are hosted on VUA server, however some are
redirect to resources hosted by third parties, e.g. WordNet and
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List of Acronyms
Acronym
Tomcat
Sesame
SPARQL
SeRQL
Faceted search

RDF

Description
Apache Tomcat3 is an implementation of the Java Servlet and
JavaServer Pages technologies.
Sesame4 is an open source RDF framework with support for RDF
Schema inferencing and querying
SPARQL5 is a query language and data access protocol for the
Semantic Web
SeRQL6 ("Sesame RDF Query Language") is a new RDF/RDFS
query language being developed by Aduna as part of Sesame.
Faceted search, also called faceted navigation or faceted browsing,
is a technique for accessing a collection of information represented
using a faceted classification7, allowing users to explore by filtering
available information.
The Resource Description Framework (RDF)8 integrates a variety of
applications from library catalogs and world-wide directories to
syndication and aggregation of news, software, and content to personal
collections of music, photos, and events using XML as an interchange
syntax. The RDF specifications provide a lightweight ontology system to
support the exchange of knowledge on the Web.

3

http://tomcat.apache.org/
http://www.openrdf.org/about.jsp
5
http://www.w3.org/TR/rdf-sparql-query/
6
http://www.openrdf.org/doc/sesame/users/ch06.html
7
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Faceted_classification
8
http://www.w3.org/RDF/
4
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1. Introduction
This document is the result of identifying the needs for semantic models of the first
development cycle of the demonstrators. The process of identifying the necessary semantic
models, within the context of NoTube, involved analysis of the case-study descriptions,
email discussions (reflected in a working document on the NoTube Wiki9) and a
questionnaire. Given that the project just started, the list of vocabularies that we identified is
expected to evolve with the time, for example if in the meantime some new vocabularies are
developed. We intend to host most of the models at the high-end server located at the VUA,
and in the case when it is not possible (e.g. due to size or license limitations) we provide
information how to access those at third-party locations.
This document contains of two parts: first we describe the metadata management
infrastructure ClioPatria, hosted at the VUA to access, visualize and manipulate semantic
models. Second, we describe the list of semantic models that we identified during the initial
phase of this project, and show how to access them on the infrastructure at the VUA or
elsewhere.

2. The ClioPatria Semantic Web server
2.1. What is ClioPatria?
ClioPatria is a (SWI-)Prolog10 hosted HTTP application-server with libraries for Semantic
Web reasoning and a set of JavaScript libraries for presenting results in a browser. Another
way to describe ClioPatria is as „Tomcat+Sesame (or Jena) with additional reasoning
libraries in Prolog, completed by JavaScript presentation components“.
2.2. Why is ClioPatria based on Prolog?
Prolog is a logic-based language using a simple depth-first resolution strategy (SLD
resolution). This gives two readings to the same piece of code: the declarative reading and
the procedural reading. The declarative reading facilitates understanding of the code and
allows for reasoning about it. The procedural reading allows for specifying algorithms and
sequential aspects of the code, something which we often need to describe interaction. In
addition, Prolog is reflexive: it can reason about Prolog programs and construct them at
runtime. Finally, Prolog is, like the RDF triple-model, relational. This match of paradigms
avoids the complications involved with using Object Oriented languages for handling RDF
(see below). We illustrate the fit between RDF and Prolog by translating an example query
from the official SPARQL document11:
SPARQL:
PREFIX foaf: <http://xmlns.com/foaf/0.1/>
SELECT ?name ?mbox
WHERE
{ ?x foaf:name ?name .
?x foaf:mbox ?mbox }
9

http://notube.sti2.org/components/com_joomlawiki/index.php/D1.1_Syntactic_interoperability_of_NoTube_voc
abularies_v.1
10
http://www.swi-prolog.org
11
http://www.w3.org/TR/rdf-sparql-query/
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Below we define this query as a Prolog predicate. The translation is natural and compact.
The query is expressed as a Prolog program rather than a string. This ensures that Prolog
can reason about it: it validates the syntax and verifies the dependencies between this code
fragment and the remainder of the application. See Wikipedia12 if you need some
introduction to the language.
:- rdf_register_ns(foaf, 'http://xmlns.com/foaf/0.1/').
name_mbox(Name, MBox) :rdf(X, foaf:name, literal(Name)),
rdf(X, foaf:mbox, MBox).

We can run this query interactively from the terminal as illustrated below. Here, the `;' is
typed by the user asking for another solution and the final `.' indicates there are no more
solutions.
?- name_mbox(Name, MBox).
Name = 'Johnny Lee Outlaw',
MBox = 'mailto:jlow@example.com' ;
Name = 'Peter Goodguy',
MBox = 'mailto:peter@example.org'.

Returning all solutions is all that is provided by the SPARQL query. However, our program is
capable of doing more because it describes the logical relation „Name is the name of an
entity that has mailbox Mbox“. Therefore, we can ask:
?- name_mbox('Johnny Lee Outlaw', X).
MBox = 'mailto:jlow@example.com'.

This is different from a loop over the results from the SPARQL query because the query
does not iterate over all name-mailbox tuples, but only over those that have a resource with
a name-property with the value 'Johnny Lee Outlaw'. Finally, we can use the relation as a
boolean test:
?- name_mbox('Johnny Lee Outlaw', 'mailto:peter@example.org').
false.

Prolog's resolution technique has created a powerful building block for more complex
queries from this simple translation of the SPARQL query. We can use this to create more
complex queries. E.g., if we want to send a personalised message to all members on a
mailinglist, we need the members and their names. The code below combines a simple
statement query with the already-defined relation name_mbox/2.
employee_name_email(List, MBox, Name) :rdf(List, list:member, MBox),
name_mbox(Name, MBox).

Optimising queries?
Above, we used simple Prolog SLD resolution to join RDF statement queries. Proper RDF
query language implementations perform optimisation. Here we can exploit Prolog's reflexive
capabilities. The code below reorganises the conjunction of the two rdf/313 goals to achieve
optimal performance dynamically. This optimisation is based on the database dynamics and
also on which arguments are given (instantiated). E.g., if we call this relation with a given
MBox it will swap the two RDF statements.

12
13

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Prolog
http://www.swi-prolog.org/lib/pl-5.7.8/library/semweb/rdf_db.pl#rdf%2f3
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:- use_module(serql(rdf_optimise)).
name_mbox(Name, MBox) :rdf_optimise((rdf(X, foaf:name, Name),
rdf(X, foaf:mbox, MBox)),
Goal),
call(Goal).

Our benefits?
•

The single primitive rdf(Subject, Predicate, Object) (rdf/3) suffices to realise all the
basic graph-pattern matching that can be done in SPARQL.

•

We can give a name to a query (as name_mbox/2 above) and build complex queries
from simple ones. This greatly simplifies maintenance of complex queries.

•

Optimisation and unfolding can be used to achieve optimal performance at small
cost.

•

Instead of the predefined SPARQL and SeRQL functions and conditions, we can
apply any Prolog predicate as condition or function anywhere in the query. We can
also introduce other relations (e.g., from an RDBMS) into our predicates.

•

The RDF store is tightly connected to Prolog. This allows for arbitrary reasoning with
and exploration of the RDF graph at low cost.

How does this compare to using Java?
Above, we compared querying the triple-store in Prolog with SPARQL. What if we compare
Prolog to using Sesame/Jena as a library? The marriage between Object Oriented systems
and relational data in general and RDF in particular is discussed in
http://eyaloren.org/pubs/jws2008.pdf. Roughly, static languages such as Java allow three
approaches. Each of these either require setting up an enumerator or dealing with sets.
1. GetStatement(): Query statements based on a pattern. This is comparable to what
our Prolog based approach does, but in our approach a single call deals with all
possible patterns dynamically. In Java we have to find what is given and loop through
the bindings for the remaining values explicitly.
2. GetObject(): Query resources. In this schema an initial URI is used to create an
object that reflects the URI. Methods on this object values on a given predicate. Note
that this predicate must be specified as a string and thus escapes the analysis of the
compiler.
3. Create an enumerator from a SPARQL query provided as a string. This approach
again uses a string. Building this string is cumbersome and vulnerable to script
injection (a security risk).
Joining results from any of these three possibilities requires hand-crafted (nested) loops.
Statically typed Object Oriented languages cannot easily overcome these problems. For
dynamically typed languages such as Ruby14, the situation can be improved significantly as
demonstrated by the ActiveRDF15 project. ActiveRDF abstracts from the RDF store and
builds upon a well-established web-application development platform, but its handling of
RDF is still cumbersome compared to what a relational language such as Prolog can
14
15

http://www.ruby-lang.org/
http://www.activerdf.org/
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achieve. This is because the RDF triples can be translated directly into prolog statements
and implementations like SWI-prolog are optimized for indexing and querying of any type of
tuples (and therefore also RDF triples)16.
2.3. What does ClioPatria provide?
This section gives the highlights of the functionality you can find in ClioPatria.
Core SWI-Prolog libraries
Web-application development
Developing a dynamic web-page is easy: register a predicate as a handler for an
HTTP `file'. The predicate writes a document that conforms the CGI specification and
the server infrastructure takes care of the rest. In the file mbox.pl17 (see Appendix 1),
we defined three ways to generate a table of names and mailboxes.
RDF storage
The main-memory store is a natural extension to Prolog. It is memory-efficient18. The
RDF store provides:
•

Reliable file-based persistency

•

Load and unload of data-sources

•

Full persistent history of modifications

Full text search
Using rdf_find_literals/219, the use can query literals that contain words. The literalsearch facility allows for searching tokens and prefixes as well as fuzzy search (caseinsensitive, stemming, sounds-like (metaphone)) and numerical search (exact, larger,
smaller, range).
ClioPatria extensions
SeRQL/SPARQL endpoint
Although generally not used for application development, the compliant RDF query
endpoints make ClioPatria a possible component in Semantic Web applications that
use these endpoints.
Vocabulary service
This is realised as a combination of services which provide results in JSON and
AJAX applets that provide services such as autocompletion.
Semantic distance search
Find targets with limited semantic distance to an origin (literal or URI) and cluster
these according to the graph-pattern between the origin and target URI. The results
are made available as a JSON document. AJAX applets provide the presentation.
Facetted search
Refine results from semantic distance search using facetted search.
Annotation facilities
Annotate objects using terms from thesauri. Notably the autocompletion services
facilitate quick annotation using multiple large thesauri.
16

http://www.swi-prolog.org/pldoc/package/rdf2pl.html
http://www.swi-prolog.org/web/ClioPatria/mbox.pl
18
http://www.swi-prolog.org/web/ClioPatria/memusage.html
19
http://www.swi-prolog.org/pldoc/doc_for?object=rdf_litindex:rdf_find_literals/2
17
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2.4. Running ClioPatria
You need two things to run ClioPatria: the ClioPatria sources and a recent version of SWIProlog that fits your computer. If you want thumbnail support to show images, you also need
convert from the ImageMagic project. Here are the URLs for downloading:
•

http://e-culture.multimedian.nl/software/ClioPatria.shtml

•

http://www.swi-prolog.org

•

http://www.imagemagick.org/

ClioPatria runs on all major platforms supported by SWI-Prolog: Windows (32- and 64-bits),
MacOSX, Linux (32- and 64-bits) and, from source, almost any Unix system.
The main directory contains an empty project template (directory project-template) and a
simple but complete project (directory project-iswc). See the readme file in these directories
on how to run the ISWC project or setup your own project based on the template.

2.5. ClioPatria and NoTube
For NoTube we installed a ClioPatria server on a high-end machine (Quad-Core AMD
Opteron, 32GB RAM), accessible at: http://eculture.cs.vu.nl/notube.
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3. Vocabularies and Ontologies
There are already quite some vocabularies and ontologies available in RDF that appear to
be useful in the context of the NoTube project. Those who are not in RDF but are considered
to be needed in this project will be converted in RDF. Partners within the project already
have expertise on some of the semantic models or participated in their development. It is
important to realize that due to the early phase of the project it is only possible to make a
preliminary list of ontologies and vocabularies that have a chance to be used at the end of
the project when the demonstrators are ready. In the next section we briefly describe our
approach that resulted in a list of available resources.
A face-to-face discussion during the kick-off meeting provided the initial list of vocabularies.
A questionnaire20 was distributed via the NoTube mailing list to the partners to collect input
with respect to their needs and requirements. The results of the questionnaire we
summarized on the NoTube wiki (WP1 working space).

Figure 1 : Linked Open Data graph showing a colored-by-topic overview of popular
vocabularies and ontologies. The colors give an indication of the seperate fields where the
data is used. The arrows indicate that one includes the other.

20

http://notube.sti2.org/components/com_joomlawiki/index.php/D1.1_Syntactic_interoperability_of_NoTube_v
ocabularies_v.1
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3.1. First analysis of vocabulary and ontology requirements

To stimulate the discussion, we went through the workpackage descriptions in the
NoTube technical annex to identify which vocabularies could be relevant. As a
starting point, we take the current state of the linked open data cloud (Figure 1) with
a large set of ontologies and vocabularies. Further, for each WP we added below (in
red) the initial suggestions that we identified when scanning the technical annex and
prior email conversations (for more details on the vocabularies, section 3.3 or
http://www.few.vu.nl/~ronny/notube-vocabularies). This list together with the
questionnaire below, was posted on the NoTube Wiki for partners to trigger feedback
and resulted in the list in section 3.3.
WP1
Semantic content models to enable personalized access of distributed TV content, e.g.interexchange and sharing information [SKOS], such as TV content [IMDB][BBC-Playground],
user profiles [FOAF][Myspace-wrapper] and policies.
WP2
Real-life TV Metadata models [IMDB][BBC-Playground] and integration [SKOS] services
originating from broadcasters and making it available for the end user by translating
[SKOS][WORDNETs (English, Korean, etc)] between the broadcast and the home
environment metadata model and assuring the metadata interoperability.
WP3
•

•
•
WP4
•
•

Cross-context distributed user-profiling models and service suite (for updating,
storing, maintaining user profiles) [FOAF][Myspace-wrapper] , incorporating
distinctions in time [VU-Event model] , place [GEONAMES][DBPEDIA], task and
device.
Hybrid (symbolic and statistical) privacy-preserving algorithms for content
[DBPEDIA][WORDNETS][IMDB][BBC-playground] filtering and recommendations.
Services for content filtering and recommendation for both single users as well as
communities
Video-analysis services for semantically enriching the video content (e.g. time and
space regions of (non-)interest) [GEONAMES] [VU-Event model].
Information-extraction services for semantically enriching video content with subject
information [DBPEDIA][IMDB][BBC-playground].

WP5
Context-aware media resource discovery based on Semantic Web Services
technology.Rather fuzzy matchmaking between potentially infinite real-world media
presentation contexts and predefined SWS-based resource representations in order to
achieve context adaptability. WP5 will use reference service ontologies, such as [WSMO],
[OWL-S] and [SAWSDL] as well as [SWS] related vocabularies and microformats such as
[WSMO-Lite], [MicroWSMO] and [hRESTs] in order to semantically annotate existing Web
Services (see D5.1).
WP6
Flexible, distributed architecture for linking the TV industry [DBPEDIA][IMDB][BBCplayground, its standards and its legacy systems with the extended home environments
made also by ICT-illiterate consumers and socially protected categories (disabled, elderly,
children).
Page 15 of 25
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WP7a Personalized Semantic News:
• provide a Breaking News service that allows the final user to be alerted for the
incoming
News
Item
of
his/her
own
interest
[World-fact
book][GEONAMES][DBPEDIA][FOAF] in the Home Ambient.
• build-up a News Agency service able to provide the user with an automatically
generated local news channel, personalized on his/her preferences and device
characteristics.
• provide a Find Engine service to allow end users access News Items performing
semantic filtering on the available News content inside the Home Ambient.
WP7b Personalized TV Guide Service:
• provide personalized EPG for individual and groups
• provide WWW-based background info [Wikipedia], [IMDB], [WordNet]
• challenge: go beyond movies only (which is already state of the art)
• selecting a personalized ad [FOAF]
• delivering an ad through dynamic placement [VU-Event model] within a video stream.
WP7c Internet TV in the Social Web:
• gather metadata about users [FOAF][Myspace-wrapper]
• dynamic semantic annotation about programs, using vocabularies as background
knowledge (disambiguation of place) [GEONAMES][DBPEDIA][IMDB][BBCplayground][VU event model]
• sharing and consuming program metadata among third-party community sites
[IMDB][BBC-playground][Myspace-wrapper]. There is also the need for an activity
streams vocabulary, though this has not yet been identified. Lonclass21 thesaurus will
be made available within this project, which results in a richly annotated set of video
and audio material.
3.2. Questionnaire
We also sent a simple questionnaire around on the NoTube mailing list to identify the
vocabulary needs:
1. For which technology and/or use cases that you are working with/responsible for, are
vocabularies needed, and which ones (not necessarily from the list above)?
2. From those vocabularies, do you know anything about their current status (it is in
RDF, does not exist yet, OWL, XML structure, some proprietary structure, etc.)?
3. May they be shared with others (no its proprietary, yes-but-with-licence [which one]
or, yes-its-free-for everybody (e.g. within the project, or even outside the
consortium]?
4. What kind of access (ie. services) do you need to those vocabularies? E.g. SPARQL,
SERQL, REST (proprietary query over http-get and return XML or JSON) just-the-rdffile-and-we-handle-it-ourselves, etc.? And where do you expect them to be hosted?
5. From the vocabularies you mentioned, do you see any useful or even necessary
alignments with other vocabularies (e.g. via RDFS mappings)?
6. Do you have some vocabularies (maybe latent) that you would like to have in RDF,
and would you mind to share this with others to be used (i.e. what’s the expected
licence policy)?
7. Are you planning to write and/or host some vocabulary services yourself? And if yes,
what kind of, and will they probably be accessible (behind firewall, with password,
free, etc.) and in which format (SPARQL, REST, HTML interface, etc.)?
21

British Standards Institution. Guide to the Universal Decimal Classification (UDC). British
Standards Institution, London, 1963.
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The conclusion from the analysis of the technical annex, the feedback from the partners on
the questionnaire and the discussions resulted in a list of vocabularies and ontologies that is
shown in the next Section.
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3.3. Identified vocabularies and ontologies
Title
Description
URL
NoTube mirror
Author
Usage in NoTube
Title
Description
URL
NoTube mirror
Author
Usage in NoTube
Title
Description

URL
NoTube mirror
Author
Usage in NoTube

Title
Description

URL
NoTube mirror
Author
Usage in Notube
Title
Description
URL
NoTube mirror
Author
Usage in Notube

Dublin Core Metadata Element Set, Version 1.1
The Dublin Core Metadata Element Set is a vocabulary of fifteen properties
for use in resource description.
http://dublincore.org/documents/dces/
http://www.few.vu.nl/~ronny/notube-vocabularies/dcelements.rdf
Dublin Core Metadata Initiative. http://www.dublincore.org
To annotate (video) content with provenance information
DCMI Metadata Terms
This ontology specifies all metadata terms maintained by the Dublin Core
Metadata Initiative
http://dublincore.org/documents/dcmi-terms/
http://www.few.vu.nl/~ronny/notube-vocabularies/dcterms.rdf
Dublin Core Metadata Initiative. http://www.dublincore.org
To annotate (video) content with provenance information
DCMI Namespace for metadata terms of the DCMI Type Vocabulary
The DCMI Type Vocabulary provides a general, cross-domain list of
approved terms that may be used as values for the Resource Type element
to identify the genre of a resource. The terms documented here are also
included in the more comprehensive document "DCMI Metadata Terms" at
http://dublincore.org/documents/dcmi-terms/.
http://purl.org/dc/dcmitype
http://www.few.vu.nl/~ronny/notube-vocabularies/dcmitype.rdf
Dublin Core Metadata Initiative. http://www.dublincore.org
To give a type to the different resources that we have, like Text, Sound,
Movies etc.
The Event Ontology
This ontology deals with the notion of reified events. It only defines one
concept: Event, which may have agents (actively participating), factors
(passively participating), products, and a location in space and time.
Regarding the ontological status of event tokens, they are seen as the way
cognitive agents classify space/time regions
http://purl.org/NET/c4dm/event.owl
http://www.few.vu.nl/~ronny/notube-vocabularies/event.rdf
Yves Raimond, Samer Abdallah
Describing events in videos
OntoMedia Core
OntoMedia (Ontology for Media) has been designed to describe the
interactions occurring in multimedia.
http://www.r4isstatic.com/linkeddata/ontologies/ontomedia/core/expression.owl
http://www.few.vu.nl/~ronny/notube-vocabularies/expression.rdf
Michael O. Jewell, Faith Lawrence, Mischa M Tuffield
To describe the interactions occurring in multimedia.
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Title
Description

The FOAF formal Vocabulary Description

URL
NoTube mirror
Author
Usage in Notube

http://xmlns.com/foaf/0.1/
http://www.few.vu.nl/~ronny/notube-vocabularies/foaf.rdf
Dan Brickley
To personalize the video content and to describe social networks

Title
Description

Expression of Core FRBR Concepts in RDF

URL
NoTube mirror
Author
Usage in Notube

http://purl.org/vocab/frbr/frbr-core-20050810
http://www.few.vu.nl/~ronny/notube-vocabularies/frbr.rdf
Richard Newman and Ian Davis
To add provenance relations to video content

Title
Description

IMDB Schema in RDF

URL
NoTube mirror
Author
Usage in Notube

http://139.91.183.30:9090/RDF/VRP/Examples/moviedatabase.rdf
http://www.few.vu.nl/~ronny/notube-vocabularies/imdb.rdf
Alebizou Basiliki
To annotate movies and documentaries

Title
Description

Music Ontology

URL
NoTube mirror
Author
Usage in Notube

http://purl.org/ontology/mo/

Title
Description

Programmes Ontology

URL
NoTube mirror
Author
Usage in Notube

http://purl.org/ontology/po/
http://www.few.vu.nl/~ronny/notube-vocabularies/po.rdf
Yves Raimond, Patrick Sinclair, Nicholas Humfrey and Michael Smethurst
To annotate movies and documentaries

22

The FOAF project is based around the use of machine readable Web
homepages for people, groups, companies and other kinds of thing. To
achieve this there is the "FOAF vocabulary" to provide a collection of basic
terms that can be used in these Web pages. The heart of the FOAF project
is a set of definitions designed to serve as a dictionary of terms that can be
used to express claims about the world. The initial focus of FOAF has been
on the description of people, since people are the things that link together
most of the other kinds of things we describe in the Web: they make
documents, attend meetings, are depicted in photos, and so on.

This vocabulary is an expression in RDF of the concepts and relations
described in the IFLA (International Federation of Library Associations)
22
report on the Functional Requirements for Bibliographic Records (FRBR).

A schema for IMDB content

The Music Ontology Specification provides main concepts and properties for
describing music (i.e. artists, albums and tracks) on the Semantic Web. This
document contains a RDF description of the Music Ontology.
http://www.few.vu.nl/~ronny/notube-vocabularies/mo.rdf
Frédérick Giasson and Yves Raimond
To annotate movies and documentaries

A vocabulary for program data. It defines concepts such as brands, series,
episodes, broadcasts, etc.

http://archive.ifla.org/VII/s13/frbr/frbr.htm
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Title
Description
URL
NoTube mirror
Author
Usage in Notube

Title
Description

URL
NoTube mirror
Author
Usage in Notube
Title
Description
URL
NoTube mirror
Author
Usage in Notube
Title
Description

URL

RDF Review Vocabulary
Vocabulary for expressing reviews and ratings using the Resource
Description Framework. It is compatible with hReview and conforms to OWL
Lite
http://vocab.org/review/
http://www.few.vu.nl/~ronny/notube-vocabularies/rev.rdf
Danny Ayers
For the recommendation demo’s, the ratings of the users can be expressed
here.
SKOS vocabulary
An RDF vocabulary for describing the basic structure and content of concept
schemes such as thesauri, classification schemes, subject heading lists,
taxonomies, 'folksonomies', other types of controlled vocabulary, and also
concept schemes embedded in glossaries and terminologies.
http://www.w3.org/2004/02/skos/core
http://www.few.vu.nl/~ronny/notube-vocabularies/skos.rdf
Alistair Miles, Sean Bechhofer, Dave Beckett, Nikki Rogers
To annotate movies and documentaries
Web Of Trust RDF Ontology
Web Of Trust (wot) RDF ontology, described using W3C RDF Schema and
the Web Ontology Language.
http://xmlns.com/wot/0.1/
http://www.few.vu.nl/~ronny/notube-vocabularies/wot.rdf
Dan Brickley
Annotate resources with encryption and signature details
DBPedia

The DBpedia Ontology is a shallow, cross-domain ontology, which has been
manually created based on the most commonly used infoboxes within
Wikipedia. The ontology currently covers over 170 classes which form
a subsumption hierarchy and has 940 properties.
The DBpedia Ontology is provided for download in three parts:
1.
2.
3.

DBpedia Ontology T-BOX (Schema)
DBpedia Ontology RDF type statments (Instance Data)
DBpedia Ontology other A-Box properties (Instance Data)

NoTube mirror
Author
Usage in Notube

NOT AVAILABLE
Dbpedia.org
For content annotation

Title
Description

WordNet
Web Of Trust (wot) RDF vocabulary, described using W3C RDF Schema
and the Web Ontology Language.
http://www.w3.org/TR/wordnet-rdf/
SCHEDULED
Princeton University, W3C.org, Mark van Assem, Aldo Gangemi, Guus
Schreiber
For content annotation

URL
NoTube mirror
Author
Usage in Notube
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Title
Description

Getty Thesaurus of Geographic Names
TGN is a structured vocabulary currently containing around 1,106,000
names and other information about places. Names for a place may include
names in the vernacular language, English, other languages, historical
names, names and in natural order and inverted order. Among these names,
one is flagged as the preferred name.

URL
NoTube mirror
Author
Usage in Notube

http://www.getty.edu/research/conducting_research/vocabularies/tgn/
SCHEDULED
The J. Paul Getty Trust
Annotation for localisation of user and to annotate places in video content.

Title
Description

Getty ULAN (United List of Artists Names Online)
The ULAN is a structured vocabulary containing around 127,000 records,
including 375,000 names and biographical and bibliographic information
about artists and architects, including a wealth of variant names,
pseudonyms, and language variants.
http://www.getty.edu/research/conducting_research/vocabularies/ulan/
SCHEDULED
The J. Paul Getty Trust
Annotate documentaries and other content with artist names.

URL
NoTube mirror
Author
Usage in Notube
Title
Description

WSMO-Lite - Lightweight Descriptions of Services on the Web
A lightweight set of semantic service descriptions in RDFS that can be used
for annotations of various WSDL elements using the SAWSDL annotation
mechanism. We exploit the standard languages of W3C including RDF and
RDFS as well as various extensions of those languages such as OWL,
WSML and RIF for semantic service descriptions

URL
NoTube mirror
Author

http://www.wsmo.org/ns/wsmo-lite
http://www.cs.vu.nl/~ronny/notube-vocabularies/wsmo-lite.rdf

Usage in Notube
Title
Description
URL
NoTube mirror
Author
Usage in Notube

Conceptual
Models
for
wg.sti2.org/reports/
To annotate Web Services

Services

Working

Group.

http://cms-

MicroWSMO - Semantic Annotations for RESTful
A semantic annotation mechanism for RESTful Web services based on the
hRESTs microformat
http://cms-wg.sti2.org/TR/d12/v0.1/20090310/d12v01_20090310.pdf
SCHEDULED
Conceptual
Models
for
Services
Working
Group.
http://cmswg.sti2.org/reports/
To annotate Web Services

Title
Description

hRESTs (HTML for RESTful Services)
Description microformat for machine-readable descriptions of Web APIs,
backed by a simple service model. The hRESTS microformat describes
main aspects of services, such as operations, inputs and outputs. Also
presents two extensions of hRESTS: SA-REST, which captures the facets of
public APIs important for mashup developers, and MicroWSMO, which
provides support for semantic automation

URL
NoTube mirror
Author

http://www.wsmo.org/ns/hrests
http://www.cs.vu.nl/~ronny/notube-vocabularies/hrests.rdf

Usage in Notube

Conceptual
Models
for
wg.sti2.org/reports/
To annotate Web Services

Services
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Title
Description

Usage in Notube

WSMO – Web Service Modelling Ontology
An ontology for describing various aspects related to Semantic Web
Services. Taking the Web Service Modeling Framework (WSMF) as a
starting point, we refine and extend this framework, and develop an ontology
and a description language
http://www.wsmo.org/TR/d2/v1.3/
SCHEDULED
Conceptual
Models
for
Services
Working
Group.
http://cmswg.sti2.org/reports/
To annotate Web Services

Title
Description
URL
NoTube mirror
Author
Usage in Notube

Relationship Vocabulary
A vocabulary for describing relationships between people
http://vocab.org/relationship/
SCHEDULED
Ian Davis and Eric Vitiello Jr
E.g. to describe scenario’s in video content

Title
Description

Representation of WSML

URL
NoTube mirror
Author

URL
NoTube mirror
Author
Usage in Notube
Title
Description

A Meta-model describing various aspects related to Semantic Web
Services, defined in the WSML language. WSMO identifies four top
level elements as the main concepts which have to be described in
order to describe Semantic Web services: Ontologies, Goals, Web
Services, Mediators.
http://www.wsmo.org/TR/d16/d16.1/v1.0/
SCHEDULED
Conceptual
Models
for
Services
Working
Group.
http://cmswg.sti2.org/reports/
To annotate Web Services
Time Ontology

This ontology, used with the Event ontology, can be used to annotate
sections of a signal, a video, or any temporal object. For example, it
can be used to express:
1. This shot holds between this frame and that frame, in this
video
2. This performance happened at that particular date
3. In this song, the first chorus is before the second verse
4. A new structural segment starts at 2 minutes and 43 seconds,
on this signal
5. This signal is a sampled version of this one
6. This part of the score corresponds to this section in an actual
performance (in progress...)

URL
NoTube mirror
Authors
Usage in Notube

http://motools.sf.net/timeline/timeline.n3
SCHEDULED
The Timeline ontology is developed in the Centre for Digital Music in Queen
Mary, University of London, by Yves Raimond, Samer Abdallah
To annotate Web Services
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Note that most of the vocabularies and ontologies are currently (or soon to be) available on
http://www.few.vu.nl/~ronny/notube-vocabularies
These vocabularies and ontologies can be queried via SPARQL and SERQL at
http://eculture.cs.vu.nl/notube. We plan to host WordNet and Getty vocabularies at the
NoTube servers when the demonstrators require them. The DBPedia SPARQL endnode can
be found at http://dbpedia.org/sparql.
The next version of this deliverable will provide the final list of vocabularies and ontologies
together with various ways to access this knowledge. For example, next to SPARQL access,
we will develop a fast and scalable “Auto-complete” functionality, facet-browsing and graphbrowsing. The current and future development on ClioPatria will provide parts of this
functionality.
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Appendix 1: Developing a dynamic web-page in core SWI-Prolog
In the example below we defined three ways to generate a table of names and
mailboxes.
:- module(mbox, []).
:- use_module(library(semweb/rdf_db)).
:- use_module(library(http/http_dispatch)).
:- rdf_register_ns(foaf, 'http://xmlns.com/foaf/0.1/').
/*******************************
*
QUERIES
*
*******************************/
%%
%
%

name_mbox(?Name, ?MBox) is nondet.
True if MBox is the URL for sending mail to Name.

name_mbox(Name, MBox) :rdf(X, foaf:name, literal(Name)),
rdf(X, foaf:mbox, MBox).
/*******************************
*
SIMPLE
*
*******************************/
:- http_handler('/mbox/simple', simple_mbox_table, []).
%%
%
%

simple_mbox_table(+HTTPRequest)
Write a table the naive way.

simple_mbox_table(_Request) :format('Content-type: text/html~n~n'),
format('<table>~n'),
forall(name_mbox(Name, MBox),
format('<tr><td>~w<td>~w~n', [Name, MBox])),
format('</table>~n').
/*******************************
*
GOOD
*
*******************************/
:- use_module(library(http/html_write)).
:- http_handler('/mbox', mbox_table, []).
%%
mbox_table(+HTTPRequest)
%
%
Write a table the proper way. This
produce
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%
to
%

legal HTML and can, based on a

global switch, be configured

produce XHTML or plain HTML.

mbox_table(_Request) :findall(Name-MBox, name_mbox(Name, MBox), Pairs),
reply_html_page(title('Mailboxes'),
table(\mailboxes(Pairs))).
mailboxes([]) -->
[].
mailboxes([Name-MBox|T]) -->
html(tr([td(Name), td(MBox)])),
mailboxes(T).
/*******************************
*
JSON
*
*******************************/
:- use_module(library(http/http_json)).
:- http_handler('/mbox/json', json_mbox_table, []).
%%
%
%
a
%

json_mbox_table(+HTTPRequest)
Write a table as a

JSON

object,

leaving

Javascript client library.

json_mbox_table(_Request) :findall(json([ name=Name,
mbox=MBox
]),
name_mbox(Name, MBox), Objects),
reply_json(Objects).
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